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Supergravity Has Positive Energy
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We show that the total energy in supergravity theory is nonnegative. The derivation is
based on the fact that for bounded systems the Hamiltonian operator is the square of the
spinor supercharge just as for globally supersymmetric systems. The result holds for
any of the pure, matter-coupled, or extended versions of supergravity, except those with
cosmological term for which the concept of total energy does not exist.

One of the major unsolved problems in general
relativity is the question of positivity of the total
energy. Although many suggestive partial results
have been given, ' the nonlinearity of the theory
has frustrated complete demonstration of this im-
portant physical requirement. We show here that
extension of general relativity to the more com-
plex system of supergravity' leads to a compact
demonstration of the positivity property for this
wider system, at the second-quantized level.

We first recall the definition and essential prop-
erties of the energy for a generally covariant sys-
tem. Energy is defined for (and only for) asymp-
.totically flat spaces where Poincare group is a
symmetry at spacelike infinity. The numerical
value of the total energy (including that of matter)
is given by an integral over a two-dimensional
surface at spatial infinity' of a combination of
derivatives of the spatial metric components; in
asymptotically Cartesian coordinates, it reads

Po=(16nG) 'g„„ds,(g, , , -g, , ,), (1)

and similar expressions hold'~ for the total mo-
mentum and angular momentum. The metric
components in (1) are not independent but are con-
strained by the initial-value equations Gpp Tpp
= 0. These flux-integral expressions are in close
parallel with the familiar ones for charges in
vector gauge theories.

Although one may evaluate the energy of any
particular field configuration by means of (1), it
is not possible to use expression (1) naively as
the generator of time translations. It is first
necessary to fix the gauge (i.e. , to pick a pre-
ferred local time) by means of coordinate condi-
tions in order to be able to take meaningful com-
mutators of I"with the various fields of the the-

ory. "' The reason for this necessity may be un-
derstood as follows: After coordinate conditions
are imposed (and only then) the surface on which
the state is defined is totally determined once its
asymptotic location is given. Therefore if the
surface is deformed, the magnitude of the defor-
mation at infinity determines the deformation
everywhere. That is, once the local gauge is
fixed, there remains only the global gauge free-
dom associated with the specification of the gauge
functions at infinity. If the deformation is asymp-
totically a timelike translation of the surface par-
allel to itself, the generator of the corresponding
global deformation is precisely I"which is called
then the reduced Hamiltonian (because the theory
has been "reduced" by the coordinate conditions).
Similar remarks hold for the other generators
of the Poincare group.

If the gauge is fixed, the naive commutation
rules of the dynamical variables change accord-
ing to the general method of Dirac. ' The new
commutators are the quantum analogs of the Di-
rac bracket and in terms of them the surface in-
tegrals giving P„andZ„„satisfy(as they should)
the algebra of the generators of the Poincare
group' irrespective of the choice of local gauge.
In simple cases" the gauge is fixed by setting
some of the canonical coordinates equal to zero
and by expressing their conjugate momenta as
functionals of the remaining independent degrees
of freedom by means of the constraint equations
Gpp Tpp = 0 In that case the new commutators
are simply the old ones in terms of the indepen-
dent canonical variables. Although formal argu-
ments exist" to show that one can indeed solve
for the redundant momenta, the actual solution
cannot be exhibited in closed form because of the
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highIy nonlinear nature of the equations. There-
fore it is hard to obtain information on the posi-
tivity of the reduced Hamiltonian in this direct
way. In supergravity the complexity of the equa-
tions is even greater and one still cannot solve
the constraints in closed form. However, on ac-
count of the supersymmetry invariance of the the-
ory we can show algebraically that the reduced
Hamiltonian is nonnegative.

The surface integrals giving P„andJ„,are the
same functions of the gravitational variables
alone for supergravity as for ordinary general
relativity. However, in the former a new sur-
face integral arises on account of the invariance
of the theory under local supersymmetry trans-
formations: the total supercharge, v'

changed by the presence of (bounded) matter
sources. The rapid falloff of the sources is not
an additional assumption, being already neces-
sary to ensure that the surface integrals exist. "
As a consequence, relation (3) is still valid, and
the proof applies as it stands. The second and
perhaps most important is extended supergravity.
There, in addition to the obvious replacement of
S„byS„,and of (y")»,by (y")»5;, , extra terms
do arise in general on the right-hand side of (3),
corresponding to internal central gauge charges.
Hence no y matrices appear in those terms as no
space-time index is available to contract with.
Therefore upon multiplication by y, and taking
the trace the extra pieces drop out. Equation
(4a) is then modified to read

S= ,'pat'—s,ly*, y'. j j';, P'=(S~GIX)-'g Q S„,', (4b)
which is a Majorana spinor. ' Again here S can-
not be used as a generator unless the supergauge
is fixed (for example by the natural condition
y'g,. =0). After the gauges are fixed the commu-
tators (or anticommutators in the case of two
Fermi variables) of the various fields in the the-
ory are no longer the naive ones but correspond
rather to the (graded) Dirac bracket. In the new
commutators the surface integrals SA, P&, and

J&„canbe meaningfully used as generators' and
satisfy the usual Minkowski-space supersymme-
try algebra, ' as can be shown from the closure
relations of the constraints of the theory. " In
particular one has

S„S~+5'sS„=16mG K(y")»Pp. (3)

Multiplying (3) by yo and taking the trace we
immediately obtain

P =(SAGA) Q S~, (4a)

which shows that the total-energy operator of su-
pergravity is nonnegative. It is important in con-
nection with this statement to recall that (i) the

SA, being Majorana spinors, are Hermitian, and
(ii) since the gauge has been fixed there are no
ghosts in the Hilbert space and therefore the in-
ner product is positive definite.

The above simple proof holds as well for the
two important generalizations of pure supergrav-
ity. The first is the inclusion of locally super-
symmetric couplings to matter. There, as in
ordinary gravity, the transformation properties
of the surface integrals under asymptotic Poin-
care and supersymmetry transformations are not

f~l A=1

where i labels the internal generators. There-
fore P is still nonnegative in extended supergrav-
ity.

It should be emphasized that the above positiv-
ity argument is meaningful only within the con-
text of quantum field theory where, in particular,
the vector-spinor g, is regarded as a quantum
field satisfying the equal-time anticommutation
rules '

4~~&)les(&') + les &')0;~(r)

=% ~'(ygy~)»~&, ~'),

rather than an "anticommuting c-number. " In
the classical limit the g, field disappears and

supergravity goes over to ordinary general rela-
tivity. However, in that same limit both sides of
(3) vanish for any P& and nothing can be conclud-
ed about the energy. Put in more physical terms,
our proof of postivity of the energy requires in-
clusion of the fluctuations of the spin-& field, a
purely quantum-mechanical phenomenon which is
not present in the classical limit. " It is also ap-
propriate to remark here that quantized ordinary
general relativity is not a special case of super-
gravity as there is no coupling constant which
could be set equal to zero in order to decouple the
g, field (the coupling is of gravitational strength).
Hence the positivity proof does not say anything
either about the energy operator of pure quantum
gravity. This is of course just another way of
stating that the key elements are the fluctuations
of g which are neglected in ordinary general rel-
ativity.

The proof presented in this note here takes for
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granted (as is done for all interacting systems!)
that a Hilbert space can be constructed such that
the operators I' and S„existand are Hermitian. "
This is a most difficult problem indeed, but ere
believe that, even at this heuristic level, our
arguments provide additional evidence for the
attractiveness of supergravity as an extension of
general relativity.
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the gauge is fixed up to boundary conditions, and the
above results are encouraging. One may also argue
that direct closed loop calculations will not produce a

cosmological term either, simply because dimensional
regularization (which respects the gauge invariances)
leads to vanishing of tadpole diagrams.
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Dimuon production is studied in 400-GeV proton-nucleus collisions. A strong enhance-
ment is observed at 9.5 GeV mass in a sample of 9000 dimuon events with a mass m&+&-
&5 GeV.

We have observed a strong enhancement at 9.5
GeV in the mass spectrum of dimuons produced
in 400-GeV proton-nucleus collisions. Our con-
clusions are based upon an analysis of 9000 di-
muon events with a reconstructed mass m„+„-
greater than 5 GeV corresponding to 1.6~ 10'
protons incident on Cu and Pt targets:

p+(Cu, pt)- it'+ p +anything.

The produced muons are analyzed in a double-
arm magnetic-spectrometer system with a mass
resolution bm/m (rms) ~ 2%.

The experimental configuration (Fig. 1) is a
modification of an earlier dilepton experiment in
the Fermilab Proton Center Laboratory. ' ' Nar-
row targets (™0.7 mm) with lengths correspond-
ing to 30% of an interaction length are employed.
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FIG. 1. Plan view of the apparatus. Each spectrometer arm includes eleven PWC's P1-P11, seven scintillation
counter hodoscopes Hl-H7, a drift chamber Dl and a gas-filled threshold Cerenkov counter P. Each arm is upj
down symmetric and hence accepts both positive and negative muons.


